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Learning Objectives
• Identify the critical elements of accountable care 

organizations, and how they are similar to and 
different from physician hospital organizations and 
integrated delivery networks

• Review the goals of ACOs, and elements that would 
enhance success or predict failure

• Examine the potential impact of ACOs on 
stakeholders, including patients, physicians, 
hospitals, health plans, employers, pharmaceutical 
and medical device companies, and government

• Consider the tradeoffs inherent in moving toward 
accountable care organizations.
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Discussion Questions

• Is it likely that accountable organizations will improve 
the quality of care?  Is it likely that they will lower the 
cost of care?

• Should provider organizations be taking “insurance”
risk?

• What is the usual impact of large integrated delivery 
networks on unit price?

• Will accountable care organizations be run by 
hospitals?

• What role might for-profits play in accountable care 
organizations?
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ACO: Critical Elements
• Participants:

– Primary care physicians
– Specialists
– Hospital

• Capabilities
– Sign an agreement
– Deliver care
– Measure and improve performance
– Administer payment to participants
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What are the likely goals of an Accountable Care 
Organization? 
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• “An ACO is a local health care organization that is 
accountable for 100 percent of the expenditures and 
care of a defined population of patients.”

» Deloitte, 2010

• [Under the ‘shared savings model,] payment for 
covered services will remain fee-for-service, and all
of the fundamental and enduring FFS freedoms of 
choice, equality, and privacy are to be 
preserved. There will be no financial penalties or 
down-side risks for these groups other than their 
unreimbursed services and other investments.

» Klar, Health Affairs �blog on Affordable Care Act, 2011
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Fragmentation of US Physician Practices
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Source: 
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d0865.pdf
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Berenson, 2010
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ACO Design Questions

• Comprehensiveness of care
• Risk sharing
• Patient attribution or assignment
• “Lock in” feature?
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Risk Transfer

• Selection Risk
• Performance Risk
• Insurance Risk
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Risk Sharing 

Shared Savings Partial
Capitation

Full
Capitation

• Which will save the most money?
• Which is easiest to accomplish?
• Which is right for what organization?
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Patient Assignment

Primary Care 
Physician “Lock-In”

Retrospective 
Attribution
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Competition vs. Integration 

Porter: Integrated 
systems compete 

and patients choose 
based on system 
price and quality 

Fisher and 
McClellan: Systems 

develop the 
infrastructure to truly 

integrate care
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Provider Consolidation and Health Care 
Cost

Source: Austin Frakt, Incidental Economist, Boston U
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Signs that ACOs are ascendent

• Consultants are falling over themselves to consult to 
hospitals
– See, for instance Marc Bard of Navigant 
– http://commonhealth.wbur.org/2011/02/aco-5-things/

• Disease management companies would like to help 
ACOs identify patients, and provide ‘virtual 
integration’ services

• Plenty of conferences!
•
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Stakeholders

• Patients
• Physicians
• Hospitals
• Pharmaceutical companies
• Health plans (insurance companies)
• Employers
• Government 
• Others
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HCM 755 Recipe

• What are the key ingredients to a successful 
Accountable Care Organization?
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Case Study: Nebraska ACO

• Many overlapping 
attending physicians

• For-profit LLC will form 
ACO

• Goals: 
– Patient-centered medical 

homes
– Decreased readmissions

• Payment methodology:
– To be determined

Accountable Care
Alliance 

Nebraska Medical 
Center

Methodist Health 
System

624 beds

Specialty-focused

685 beds

Specialty-focused

Source: HealthLeaders, 2011 http://content.hcpro.com/pdf/content/261719-6.pdf
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Case Study: Johns Hopkins

• Promising Foundation:
– PACE (Program for All-Inclusive Care of the Elderly) 

program in place for severely ill elderly 
– Health plan with 280K covered lives
– Multidisciplinary Center for Innovation

• Challenges Ahead:
– Nonintegrated HIT
– Autonomous department heads
– Part time clinical faculty
– Nonaligned faculty promotion system

Berkowitz and Miller, NEJM 2011
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1100076
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Case Study: Northeastern Hospital 
System 

• 7 hospitals
• 2500 physicians

– Many are employees of medical school, others in private 
practice

– Few employed by hospital or its constituent entities

• PHO in place
– Uses “messenger model” for payer contracts
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Appendix Slides
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Massachusetts Health Care Reform 
Proposed ACO Definition

• Assume responsibility for delivery, management, 
quality and cost of provision of …all integrated health 
care services
– Clinical service coordination, management and delivery 

function
– Population health management (including HIT)
– Financial management
– Contract management 
– Quality measurement
– Patient and provider communication
– Behavioral health services (or contracts)

Source: An Act Improving Quality of Health Care and Controlling Costs by Reforming Health Systems 
and Payments, February, 2011 

http://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=explorer&chrome=true&srcid=1xSAMKW9sCv0HgEaih6MUBX03rL4XRlV1fTkzGMETW1A78iLPrW4mdegSskJI&hl=en&pli=1
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The Relationship of Organization Type and Payment Methods

Integrated 
system 
capitation

Global DRG fee: 
hospital and 
physician 
inpatient

Global DRG fee: 
hospital only

Global 
ambulatory care 
fees

Global primary 
care fees

Blended FFS 
and medical 
home fees

FFS and DRGs
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Continuum of Organization

Small practices; 
unrelated 
hospitals

Independent Practice 
Associations; Physician 
Hospital Organizations

Fully integrated 
delivery system

C
ontinuum

 of P4P D
esign

Outcome 
measures; large 

% of total 
payment

Simple process and 
structure measures; 

small % of total 
payment

Care 
coordination and 

intermediate 
outcome 

measures; 
moderate % of 
total payment

Less 
Feasible

More 
Feasible

Source: Shih et al, The Commonwealth Fund, August 2008


